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BUYING A COTTAGE GUIDELINE 

 

Below is an “A-Z” walk-through of the process you will be involved with when buying a cottage 

with a Realtor.  There are a few ways to be prepared to make an offer on your dream cottage.  

By being prepared, you can put yourself in a position of strength during the negotiation process.  

Make sure you are ready to act when your dream place comes up, because it may be someone 

else’s dream too! 

 

DO the Paperwork: 

Once you have chosen your Realtor.  It’s a good idea to sit down and go through all the 

paperwork that is involved with creating a relationship with the Brokerage.  A few documents will 

need to be reviewed, understood, and signed prior to making an offer on the cottage of your 

dreams.  Its best to handle these documents first so you have time to read and understand the 

contract you are signing, without an offer situation creating a rushed scenario.  Below are a 

couple documents that you will need to have signed before the offer: 

- Working with a Realtor 

- Buyer Representation Agreement 

- FINTRAC 

Create your Wish List, then Learn to Compromise: 

A lot of people buying cottages are buying for numerous reasons, most of them relating to 

nostalgic memories of being on the lake at some point in their life.  Those fond memories help 

them formulate what their idea of a perfect cottage is.  They want to recreate this memory, some 

down to the smallest detail.  Others have heard about what cottaging should be, and have been 

advised by friends, family, or co-workers as to what they should be looking for.  In either 

situation, there has been a picture painted in their mind of what they want to have. HERE IS 

THE TOUGH PART… Cottages are as unique as individuals and that perfect place may not be 

available when you are shopping.  Unlike shopping for homes in subdivisions or condos, 

cottages change from lot line to lot line, inside and out, and are rarely duplicated. Many more 

factors come into play with cottages compared to primary homes; frontage direction, elevations, 

tree clearings or lack thereof, sandy or rocky or weedy shorelines, distance of cottage roads, 

locations and proximities, and this is just the outside of the cottage…  Another significant issue 

that buyers come across is staying within their budget while getting the lake, the lot, the 

frontage, and the cottage that they love.  Lakes are like subdivisions, some are more desirable 

and more expensive than others, and parts of the lakes can be compared to streets within those 

subdivisions.  The cul-de-sacs are the most prime, crescents and non-connecting streets fall 

second, and the busy main connecting streets fall last, in terms of desire and value.  While lakes 

cannot be classified so easily and under so few banners, the same desire for quiet, safe, and 

pretty locations on the lake tend to be the most expensive.  SO, this is where the compromise 

comes in.  And I would like to point out, budget does help get you close to your perfect place, 

but it may never completely get you everything you want, at any price point! What I have 

learned is that property lot and lake are #1 (things you can’t change), building is #2 (you can 
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always build).  These two priorities lay out the most basic shopping list you can have.  Another 

point that I need to emphasize is that, just like your dream house, chances are, it was not the 

first one that you bought! I say this to take the pressure off and save years of searching that will 

be done to find the dream cottage the first time around.  The happiest buyers are the ones that 

found a place that they could be comfortable in, within a reasonable length of time.  They are 

the ones that enjoy talking about their dream builds by the fire, or enjoy waking up to a coffee, 

browsing the cottage real estate section, all while peering over the newspaper at the kids 

playing at the dock.  My long-winded point is that it doesn’t have to be perfect for you to enjoy it, 

especially when you watch how the kids create their memories of what they think was the 

perfect place right in front of your eyes. 

Your Realtor will set you up with a filtered search for potential properties... Remember what I 

said above, if you filter too much you may not have any options for years to come. 

Get a Feel for the Market: 

Its ok to window shop with your Realtor, that’s what he is there to help you with.  Since budget is 

part of the decision process 99% of the time, the best way for you to understand what your 

dollar gets is to start touring the active listings and have your Realtor communicate with you 

when they sell.  This process will help you know when to dive in to a place with an offer and feel 

good about it.  

Be Ready to Offer: 

Good places don’t last long in any market, so it is best to be prepared to offer before you start 

your shopping process. Below is a small list of ways to make sure you are ready when your 

dream place pops up: 

- Have your finances in order 

o Have a mortgage broker go through your numbers to give you an idea of how 

much you can carry, or how much you are comfortable carrying 

o If you are buying without borrowing, make sure the funds are in a place to make 

them liquid quickly. 

o 5% is the norm for deposits on cottages.  This deposit will be required within 24 

hours of an offer being accepted so make sure you have funds available 

immediately. 

- Make sure everyone that will be on title is ready 

o You may not have time to have a board meeting prior to submitting an offer 

- Make sure that if you put an offer in that you will be available for the next couple days 

following for negotiations (this can all be dealt with electronically now) 
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Offer and Negotiations: 

You’ve found a place! Your Realtor will help you navigate through all the paper work required to 

submit.  Since you have gotten the initial documentation done, made sure your finances are in 

order, and made sure you husband or wife is on board (optional), all you must do now is 

strategize and let your Realtor do the talking.  

- Make sure all concerns of the purchase have been addressed on the Agreement of 

Purchase and Sale or have at least been dealt with between the Realtors 

- Speak with your insurance company to see if there are any specific concerns.  Your 

Realtor should be able to answer most questions surrounding the property, but you may 

want an opinion from someone that is going to insure you. 

- Check to see what the mortgage company needs to be comfortable with, some 

mortgage companies want to make sure that the water is safe, and the cottage is 

accessible in the winter. 

- The negotiation process may take several days due to the sellers and buyers not being 

in the same area, or time zone for that matter.   

ACCEPTED OFFER!! 

- Have the deposit funds ready to transfer to the listing brokerage’s trust account 

- Begin setting up any inspections or tests that you may have required in conditions of the 

sale 

- Financing conditions are regularly taking two weeks in the Muskoka area so don’t be 

alarmed.   

- Prepare to be available to attend these inspections to you can start to know the goods 

and not so goods of your new cottage 

- Decide if the tests and inspections meet your satisfaction, and waive the conditions 

FIRM DEAL!! 

This is an exciting step for everyone involved! Below is a small list of items that can start to be 

organized for your closing day hand over: 

- Alert your lawyer of the deal going firm 

- Speak to your insurance company about a policy start up 

- Set up Hydro 

- Set up propane delivery 

- Set up TV, phone, internet 

- If there is an alarm for the cottage, get in touch with the company 

- Let your mortgage company know you need some money 

- Compile any information relating to road maintenance, lake association fees, etc 

- Organize movers or start shopping and plan delivery dates for furniture 

- Start inviting your friends for the long weekends! 

 

Please Keep in mind that every sale is different and not all sales will follow this pattern. The 

above information is meant to help you get through the steps.  Your Realtor will be on hand to 

help you navigate any other situations that may arise.  Know you are in good hands. 


